Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Victoria Acosta - CAVIT
- Alyssa Adams - CAVIT
- Brianna Aguilar - West-MEC Southwest
- Victoria Aguilera - Douglas High School
- Alle Akram - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Fatima Al-Har - West-MEC Northeast
- Efrain Alcala - West-MEC
- Claudia Alejandro - CAVIT
- Brooke-Lynn Alspaugh - West-MEC
- Orlando Amaro Gonzalez - West-MEC Southwest
- Alyssa Anderson - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Ashley Anderson - West-MEC Northeast
- Jasmine Arias - West-MEC Northeast
- Amy Arredondo - CAVIT
- Alejandra Arellano - West-MEC
- Aleena Arreola - West-MEC
- Alexa Arreola - West-MEC
- Desiree J Arroyo - West-MEC Southwest
- Alexis Baker - CAVIT
- Emma Bangura - West-MEC Northeast
- Jenesis Barajas - West-MEC
- Tiffany Barrallardos - Douglas High School
- Leslie Barrera - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Kamila Barrios - Douglas High School
- Dakota Baskin - West-MEC
- Sierra Beard - CAVIT
- Maria Beltran - West-MEC
- Alyssa Benefiel - West-MEC
- Morgan Benjamin - West-MEC
- Hannah Bensinger - CAVIT
- Diana Berry-Escobar - Douglas High School
- Hannah Benson - West-MEC
- Himani Bhatt - Mountain Ridge High School
- Alejandra Bojorquez - Douglas High School
- Nicole Borodi - Mountain Ridge High School
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Anna C Brimmer - West-MEC Southwest
- Tiffany Brooks - CAVIT
- Emma Brownstein - Mountain Ridge High School
- Elisei Brudasca - West-MEC
- Letizia Campos Balderrama - West-MEC
- Ezabella Carrillo - CAVIT
- Kyrah Carrola - CAVIT
- Yesenia Castaneda Pena - West-MEC
- Trinity Castillo - CAVIT
- Dayana Castillo - West-MEC Northeast
- Daniella V Castro Obeso - West-MEC Southwest
- Alyssa Cathey - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Stephanie A Ceron - West-MEC Southwest
- Julianna Chacon - Douglas High School
- Estefani Guadalupe Chavarria Burrola - Douglas High School
- Estrella Chavez - West-MEC
- Carmen Chen - West-MEC
- Amisha Chokshi - Mountain Ridge High School
- Isabelle Clare - CAVIT
- Arany Clark - West-MEC Southwest
- Timothy Clark - CAVIT
- Amber L Cleavenger - West-MEC Southwest
- Lauren Clemens - West-MEC
- Bailey Copeland - West-MEC Southwest
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Josefina Cordova - West-MEC
- Jaideelynn Cozby - West-MEC
- Kendra Crowe - West-MEC Northeast
- Alitzel Cruz - Douglas High School
- Morgan Culley - West-MEC Northeast
- Raafat Dallal - Mountain Ridge High School
- Thi (Lily) Dang - Paradise Valley High School
- Delores Daniels - West-MEC
- Grace Davis - West-MEC Southwest
- Maryam Dawood - West-MEC
- Halie R De La Rosa - West-MEC Southwest
- Maci Deland - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Anisha Dhara - Paradise Valley High School
- Dezire Diaz - West-MEC
- Tariq Dickerson - West-MEC
- Ronnie H Dilla Jr. - West-MEC Southwest
- Kyra Diop - CAVIT
- Pamela Duarte - Douglas High School
- Brianna Elias - Douglas High School
- Emma Gerrard - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Tyler Erickson - West-MEC
- Reanne Espiritu - West-MEC
- Jazmin Esquivias - West-MEC
- Estrella Esteban Gomez - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Andrea Estrada - West-MEC
- Anabel Fernandez - CAVIT
- Jasmine Fernandez Ibanez - West-MEC
- Vanessa Figueroa - West-MEC
- Yarely Flores - West-MEC
- Arelys Flores - West-MEC
- Vanessa Flores - West-MEC
- Luis Flores - Douglas High School
- Faith Flores - West-MEC Southwest
- Hannah Ford - West-MEC Northeast
- Nikki Fowler - CAVIT
- Alexa Fuentes Solis - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Esmia Galo - West-MEC
- Justin T Gamarsh - West-MEC
- Sai Ananya Gandikota - Mountain Ridge High School
- Fatima Garcia - West-MEC
- Ariana Garcia - CAVIT
- Alexa Garcia Bautista - West-MEC
- Gissell Garcia Garfias - West-MEC
- Yadira Garcia Morales - West-MEC
- Lizeth Garibay - CAVIT
- Raymond Gerkitz - West-MEC
- Andrea Godoy - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Emily Gomez - West-MEC
- Eva M Gonzales Herrera - West-MEC
- Alexandra Gonzalez - West-MEC
- Sidney Goodman - CAVIT
- Frida Gracia - Douglas High School
- Elizabeth Grijalva - West-MEC Northeast
- Hailey Grosshauser - West-MEC
- Lydia Gustafson - West-MEC
- Emily Ha - Mountain Ridge High School
- Kaylen Hahn - CAVIT
- Avery Hall - Verrado High School
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Sydney Hampton - CAVIT
- Savannah Haynes - West-MEC
- Melanie Hernandez - West-MEC
- Paula Hernandez - West-MEC
- Julio Hernandez - West-MEC
- Valarie Hernandez - West-MEC
- Stephanie Hernandez - Douglas High School
- Devany Hernandez - Douglas High School
- Ally Hill - West-MEC
- Ecstacy Hillis - CAVIT
- Julianne Hobeck - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Zachary B Howard - West-MEC Southwest
- Trinity Howell - West-MEC
- Luna Huff - CAVIT
- Kareen Ibanez - West-MEC
- Divine Ibarra - CAVIT
- Edgar Ibarra Gomez - CAVIT
- Bernice Irudaya - Paradice Valley High School - CREST
- Jazayla James - CAVIT
- Audrey Jimenez Galaz - West-MEC
- Kendra Johnson - CAVIT
- Marissa Jones - CAVIT
- Itangukwishaka Joselyne - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Tanish Joshi-Apte - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Berivan Jundi - West-MEC
- Gracie Kamp - Verrado High School
- Dana Karimi - West-MEC
- Shailey Kelly - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Sierra Ketron - CAVIT
- Angelia D Key - West-MEC Southwest
- Spencer Kirane - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Audrey Klauer - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Taylor Kyle - West-MEC Northeast
- Amy La Vallee - CAVIT
- Kevin K Le - West-MEC Southwest
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Kennedy Leonard - CAVIT
- Alyzha Leyva - West-MEC Southwest
- Madalyn Littlejohn - CAVIT
- Keira Loo - Douglas High School
- Briana Lopes Martinez - West-MEC
- Kayla Lopez - CAVIT
- Estefania Lopez Gonzalez - West-MEC Southwest
- Michelle Loreto Talavera - CAVIT
- Cristina Loya - Douglas High School
- Valeria Lozano - West-MEC
- Diana Lozoya - West-MEC
- Paola Lugo Partida - Douglas High School
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Jade Luksa - CAVIT
- Kamron Luques - West-MEC Northeast
- Maya A Madsen - West-MEC Southwest
- Nhi Mai - West-MEC Northeast
- Naomi Maierean - West-MEC Northeast
- Irany Maldonado - West-MEC
- Olivia Malone - Mountain Ridge High School
- Melanie Manjarrez - West-MEC
- Destiny Manley - West-MEC
- Cade P Marszalek - West-MEC Southwest
- Jenika Martinez - CAVIT
- Michelle Martinez Gonzalez - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Lizbeth Marquez Lopez - West-MEC
- Leilani Matamoros - West-MEC
- Ciara Mattingly - CAVIT
- Zuzu Maung - West-MEC
- Sierra McMahon - CAVIT
- Alexa Medrano - West-MEC
- Vadis M Mejia - West-MEC Southwest
- Maria Mendoza - West-MEC
- Sophia Michel - Douglas High School
- Aniela Miernik - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Lizette Minero Leon - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Renae Miranda - CAVIT
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Ava Mobarak - West-MEC
- Haneen Mohammed - West-MEC Northeast
- Christian Molina - Douglas High School
- Fernanda Monreal Hernandez - Douglas High School
- Litzy Monsivais - West-MEC
- Daylin Moody - Tonopah Valley High School
- Breanna Moore - West-MEC
- Shalee Moore - West-MEC Southwest
- Alexandra Moraga - CAVIT
- Evelyn Moreno - West-MEC
- Maria Moreno - CAVIT
- Alisha Morgan - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Dawn Morris - CAVIT
- Jordan Morton - CAVIT
- Gloria Munoz - CAVIT
- Perla Murillo - West-MEC Southwest
- Serenity Murillo - CAVIT
- Brady Myers - West-MEC Northeast
- Ella Neamt - West-MEC
- Juliah Negrete - West-MEC
- Deborah Rose Nelson - Douglas High School
- Victor Neria - CAVIT
- Huy N Nguyen - West-MEC Southwest
- Jessica M Nguyen - West-MEC Southwest
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Kendall Niva - Mountain Ridge High School
- Lauren Nolin - West-MEC Southwest
- Anthony Noriz - CAVIT
- Jade Norris - CAVIT
- Esly Ochoa De La Cruz - West-MEC
- Saria Oliver - West-MEC Southwest
- Sara Olsen - CAVIT
- Christiana Olvera - CAVIT
- Alexa Ortiz - West-MEC
- Elizabeth N Ortiz - West-MEC Southwest
- Stephanie Ortiz - CAVIT
- Denise Ortiz - CAVIT
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Antonia Pape - Verrado High School
- Aastha Parikh - Mountain Ridge High School
- Kitssya Parra Cruz - West-MEC
- Suhani Patel - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Camrin Paz - Tonopah Valley High School
- Desaree Pendregon - West-MEC
- Isayda Pena Obeso - West-MEC
- Serenity Pepito - West-MEC
- Reiana Peralta - West-MEC
- Viviana Perez - West-MEC
- Andrea Perez-Salazar - CAVIT
- Paige Petrine - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Bridgette Piper - CAVIT
- Mason Pitman - CAVIT
- Peyton Points - West-MEC
- Ebenezer S Pomay-O - West-MEC Southwest
- Nicole Alexandra Precaido - Douglas High School
- Geremia Puzon - West-MEC
- Jambi Quilla - West-MEC
- Alejandra Quinoz Galaviz - CAVIT
- Jasmine Quintana - West-MEC
- Evelyn Quintana - CAVIT
- Melanie Quintana - West-MEC
- Jackson Raczka - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Daniela J Raczy - West-MEC Southwest
- Trisha Rajkumar - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Mary-Jane Ramirez - CAVIT
- Bianca Ramos - West-MEC
- Andres Ramos - Douglas High School
- Taylor Raney - Mountain Ridge High School
- Rita Rascon - West-MEC Northeast
- Alejandra Raya - CAVIT
- Karen Reed - CAVIT
- Sophia Reed - CAVIT
- Alexa Renteria - West-MEC
- Maria Reyes-Luque - West-MEC
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Isaac Rivish - West-MEC Northeast
- Acela Robles - CAVIT
- Jennifer Rocha - West-MEC
- Natalia Rocha-Ponce - West-MEC Southwest
- Nathena Rodriguez - West-MEC
- Justin Rodriguez - West-MEC Southwest
- Raquel Rojo - CAVIT
- Janeth Roman Martinez - West-MEC
- Alyssa Romero - West-MEC
- Litzy Romero Valdez - West-MEC Northeast
- Darissa Romo - Douglas High School
- Alejandro Romo - West-MEC Northeast
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Jazmyn Rosel - CAVIT
- Katelyn Rowan - West-MEC Southwest
- Aaliyah Rubalcaba - CAVIT
- Nancy Rubalcava - West-MEC
- Frida Rubio - Douglas High School
- Catherine Ruff - CAVIT
- Cerynia Saenz - West-MEC
- Gia Sagger - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Victoria Salamanca - CAVIT
- Josue Salazar - West-MEC Southwest
- Gabriella Sanchez - CAVIT
- Isabelle Sanchez - West-MEC Northeast
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Ashley Sanchez Soto - West-MEC
- Alexis Santos - West-MEC
- Caitlyn D Schmidt - West-MEC Southwest
- Kevin Schultz - Buckeye Union High School
- Arianna Selaya - CAVIT
- Zivian Serna - West-MEC
- Daniela Serna - Douglas High School
- Anthony Silaghi - West-MEC Northeast
- Amber Smith - Verrado High School
- Cassie Smith - CAVIT
- Ashley Solis - West-MEC Southwest
- Jasmine A Sotelo Watson - West-MEC Southwest
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Tiffany Soto Lopez - West-MEC
- Jessica Spring - CAVIT
- Aunesty Stewart - CAVIT
- Elizabeth Stout - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Emily Strebig - West-MEC Southwest
- Jessica Swager - West-MEC Southwest
- Tyler Szuch - West-MEC
- Laela Tamo - West-MEC
- Vanessa Tapia Sanchez - West-MEC
- Rylee Tarcola - CAVIT
- Emily Tate - CAVIT
- Radijone Taylor - CAVIT
- Akansha Tewatia - West-MEC Southwest
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Morgon Ticho - CAVIT
- Esmeralda Toribio - West-MEC Southwest
- Jesus Antonio Toscano Cano - Douglas High School
- Annika Toxqui - West-MEC
- Madison Trice - Buckeye Union High School
- Cindy Truong - West-MEC
- Adrienne Udasco - West-MEC
- Janet Urias - West-MEC
- Kacie Vacquero - West-MEC Southwest
- Lizneth Valdenea - CAVIT
- Maritza Valdez - West-MEC Southwest
- Marina Valenzuela - West-MEC
- Nancy Valladilid - West-MEC Southwest
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Deyanira Valles Najera - West-MEC Southwest
- Hannah Van Sandt - West-MEC
- Ava Vancil - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Eeshaan Varshit-Malladi - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Tania Vasquez Garcia - West-MEC
- Saathvika Vegasina - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Samantha Verduzco - West-MEC
- Sophia Vermillion - West-MEC Southwest
- Sadhika Virigineni - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Nova Vogel - CAVIT
- Elijah Vukovic - West-MEC Southwest
- Sakshi Wagh - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Tieler Walker - CAVIT
Bronze Individual Membership Recipients

- Marques Wallace - CAVIT
- Summer Weber - West-MEC
- Abigail T Werner - West-MEC Southwest
- Lauryn White - West-MEC
- Mary Williams - CAVIT
- Elizabeth Woods - West-MEC
- Mckinsey Yates - West-MEC
- Makayla Yates - West-MEC Southwest
- Bhavagna Yellamraju - Mountain Ridge
- Jenaye Yoyokie - CAVIT
- Poleena Yukhanova - West-MEC Northeast
- Maria Guadalupe Zamora - West-MEC
Silver Individual Membership Recipients

- Serenah Aguilar - West-MEC Southwest
- Isabella Aguilar - West-MEC Southwest
- Marina Arteaga - West-MEC
- Braelyn Baich - Millenium High School
- Selena Bocanegra - West-MEC Southwest
- Lexi Connor - Paradise Valley High School
- Isabela Elosegui - West-MEC
- Eric Enrriquez - West-MEC
- Samantha Farnsworth - West-MEC
- Ariana Flores - West-MEC Southwest
- Jairo Flores - West-MEC
- Breanna Flory - West-MEC Southwest
Silver Individual Membership Recipients

- Emma Gerrard - Paradise Valley High School
- Kaden Glenn - West-MEC Southwest
- Aria Glover - West-MEC Southwest
- Luis Granados Jarquin - West-MEC
- Stacey Hamel - West-MEC
- Yassna Hematti - West-MEC Northeast
- Sylvia Herrera - West-MEC Southwest
- Graycee Husky - West-MEC
- Ryleah Kerns - West-MEC Northeast
- Adna Klebic - West-MEC
- Eeshaan Malladi - Paradise Valley High School
Silver Individual Membership Recipients

- Madison Martinez - West-MEC Northeast
- Christian Merrill - West-MEC Northeast
- Emma Miller - West-MEC Southwest
- Katelyn Molina - West-MEC Northeast
- Paige Morgan - West-MEC Southwest
- Perla Murillo - West-MEC
- Fadi Nabaa - West-MEC
- Nathan Neugebauer - Paradise Valley High School
- David Nguyen - Paradise Valley High School
- Mariam Obeid - Millennium High School
- Karina Palacios - West-MEC
- Ira Puranik - Paradise Valley High School
Silver Individual Membership Recipients

- Valeria Reyes - West-MEC Southwest
- Nathalia Rios - West-MEC Southwest
- Vanessa Romero Velez - West-MEC Southwest
- Emily Salais - West-MEC Southwest
- Steven Serrano - West-MEC Southwest
- Caleb Sims - West-MEC Southwest
- Jasmeir Smith - West-MEC Northwest
- Kevin Son - West-MEC Southwest
- Jamie Springer - West-MEC
- Joshua Street - CAVIT
- Brooke Thompson - West-MEC Southwest
- Samhitha Vadlamudi - Paradise Valley High School
Silver Individual Membership Recipients

- Sneha Velaga - Mountain Ridge High School
- Keerthilakashmi Vengatragavan - Mountain Ridge High School
- Alexis Walls - Tonopah Valley High School
- Austin Webb - West-MEC
- Zariyah Winding - West-MEC Southwest
- Melinda Zhang - Paradise Valley High School
Gold Individual Membership Recipients

- Zamantha Arrieta - West-MEC Northwest
- Kammie Deskins - West-MEC Northwest
- Marisol Marquez Perez - West-MEC Northwest
- Chloe Rozalsky - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
Platinum Individual Membership Award Recipients

- Valerie Cruz - Buckeye Union High School
- Aashika Desai - Paradise Valley High School - CREST
- Mahtab Jaghrati - West-MEC Northeast
- Jilian Rockstroh - Buckeye Union High School
- Maisy Salcido-Lugo - Buckeye Union High School
5-Year Advisor Recognition

Bree Michaels  West-MEC Northeast
Eric Bealer    Hamilton High School
Holly Webb     Centennial High School
Jayson Nielsen Combs High School
Jenny Russell  Lee Williams High School
Justin Lisonbee EVIT
Kim Canada     West-MEC Southwest
Kim McCroy     Pima JTED
Robert Nemec  Pima JTED
Ryan Carver   EVIT - East
Ryan Whitehorse Page High School
Tamara Powers  EVIT
Tessa Powell   Coronado High School
Traci Plough   EVIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Becky Fajardo</td>
<td>Sahuaroo High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Guerrette</td>
<td>Central High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Marchello</td>
<td>Mountain View High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura McKinley</td>
<td>EVIT - East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcy Cameron</td>
<td>Saguaro High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Mangan</td>
<td>Basha High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Blackburn</td>
<td>Campo Verde High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Gustuvson</td>
<td>Chino Valley High School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15-Year Advisor Recognition

Crystal Mowbray  Agua Fria High School
Dee Dee Raymo  Raymond S. Kellis High School
Sharon Hollifield  Ganado High School
Stacy Hatton  Pierson-Nogales High School
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>zip code</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>zip code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buckeye Union High School</td>
<td>39437</td>
<td>West-MEC Northwest</td>
<td>39395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cactus Shadows</td>
<td>39290</td>
<td>West-MEC Northwest</td>
<td>39396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas High School</td>
<td>39013</td>
<td>West-MEC Northwest</td>
<td>39426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas High School</td>
<td>39259</td>
<td>West-MEC Northwest</td>
<td>39427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysart High School</td>
<td>39094</td>
<td>West-MEC Southwest</td>
<td>39365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcos De Niza High School</td>
<td>39146</td>
<td>West-MEC Southwest</td>
<td>39366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Ridge High School</td>
<td>39261</td>
<td>West-MEC Southwest</td>
<td>39367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen Creek Middle School</td>
<td>39246</td>
<td>Youngker High School</td>
<td>39179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrado High School</td>
<td>39152</td>
<td>Youngker High School</td>
<td>39039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-MEC Northeast</td>
<td>39337</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-MEC Northeast</td>
<td>39341</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-MEC Northeast</td>
<td>39375</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-MEC Northeast</td>
<td>39376</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Silver Chapter Award Recipients

Buckeye Union High School - 39071
West-MEC Northeast PhT - 39338
West-MEC Northeast PhT - 39340
Gold Chapter Award Recipients

Paradise Valley High School CREST - 39140
Paradise Valley High School CREST - 39288
West-MEC Southwest 39133
West-MEC Southwest 39311
HOSA Happenings

West-MEC 39429
West-MEC 39338
West-MEC 39340

West-MEC 39375
West-MEC 39376
West-MEC 39337
West-MEC 39341
Outstanding HOSA Chapter

West-MEC 39337
West-MEC 39341
West-MEC 39375
West-MEC 39376
| Bronze | Valerie Cruz     | Buckeye Union High School |
| Bronze | Ecstacy Hillis  | CAVIT                      |
| Bronze | Mahtab Jagrahti | West-MEC Northeast 39341   |
| Bronze | Berivan Jundi   | West-MEC Northeast 39337   |
| Bronze | Samhitha Vadlamudi | Paradise Valley High School CREST |
| Bronze | Tania Vasquez   | West-MEC Northeast 39341   |
Barbara James Service Award

Gold    Lauren Clemens    West-MEC Northeast 39337
Gold    Mason Pitman      CAVIT
Scholarship Recipients

Luis Santillan – Jane Shovlin Scholarship – $2,000
Gracie Kemp – Eutanya Yazzie Scholarship – $2,000
Derick Truong – Leadership Scholarship – $1,500
Valerie Cruz – Leadership Scholarship – $1,500
Amanda Le – Leadership Scholarship – $1,500
Gael Vasquez – Leadership Scholarship – $1,500
Maisy Salcido-Lugo – Towards Tomorrow Scholarship – $1000
Pamela Duarte – Towards Tomorrow Scholarship – $1000
Gabrielle Munoz – Towards Tomorrow Scholarship – $1000
Priscilla Martinez – Towards Tomorrow Scholarship – $1000
Reanne Espiritu – Strength, Unity, Passion Scholarship – $500
Mariam Obeid – Strength, Unity, Passion Scholarship – $500
Aashika Desai – Strength, Unity, Passion Scholarship – $500
Erin Simpson – Strength, Unity, Passion Scholarship – $500
2021-2022 State Officer Team

Aashika Desai
President

Reanne Espiritu
Region 2 Vice President

Ianna Herrera
Region 4 Vice President

Derick Truong
Postsecondary/Collegiate Vice President

Emily Tang
Secretary

Ariana Flores
Historian/Reporter

Perla Murillo
Parliamentarian